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THE PROSPECTS FOR SOVIET MILITARY INTERVENTION IN POLAND

I SU L VARY

We do not think tha Moscow is now seriously considering
military intervention in Poland. Although 'he Soviets are deeply
troubled by developments there, they probably do -not view the

I conceasiono granted so I far 'regarding indepentdent trade unione as
sufficient cause for the use of Soviet military force in Poland.
The Soviets pro dbly also do not consider these' concessions irre-
versible and wilt place substantial pressure on Warsaw to curtail
them. In fact, ti~th Konia's replacement ofd Gierek as first secretary,
their hopes appear buoyed that the development of political and
social chaos ink Poland ithat might have compelled them to use military
force in the nea, future hao beon forestalZbd. Nevertheless,
Noscow's anxi'tois are |stitZ high, and if Kania doda not Zimit the
concessions graed the strikers or if he c-acks down too force-
fully and sparks a violent popular reaction which the governmient
cannot controt, he Soviets may yet have to step in militarily.

Current Soviet Attitudes ;
I I

The Soviets behaved cautiously during the Polish labor
crisis. Only aftier the settlement of the strikes on the
Baltic coast--thalt is, when the immediate danger of an ex-
plosion had lessened--did they openly begin to express their
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anxieties. Sub quent critical commentary reflected Mosco's
recognition tha 'the negotiated settlement with the strikers
may have set in notiona process of political liberalization
of the Polish s Item,1whiah could at some point prove to be
beyond the contr<1 of the Polish Communist Party and could
spread elsewhere in Eastern Europe. It also was a sign of
Soviet dissatish ction with Gierek's handling! of the crisis.
Whether or noti M scow ihad .a hand in Gierek's ouster, the

. Soviet leadershi is openly pleased with the choice of Kania
as first secreth y and consider himto be the best possible
replacement at ttlis juncture.

It remains d be seen whether Kania will' live up to his
image as an orth dox, hardline apparatchik, who willstrictly
limit the gains ade by the strikers. At theivery least, the
Polish party has bought; time as far as Soviet military inter-

i vention is conce ,ned.! But if Kania proves .unable or unwilling
to curtail the felw unions; the Soviets Would step up first the
political, thenithe military, pressure tactics on him to reverse
the erosion of party control in Poland.1 If these pressures
failed, Moscow would intervene; militarily.

I Findamental Threat to Party Control

The agreement reached between the strikers and the
Polish regime at the end of August, if implemented liberally,

' wduldithreaten the very foundations of the Cornmunist system
iri Poland. The theoretical justification of the Communist

K party's control is its claim to rule as the vanguard of the
wdrking class. But with' the ovE.rwhelming majority of the
wdrkers rejecting the party-run unions for unions that will
truly representLtheir interests, that justification would be
undermined.

H~i I The Soviet Union, quite clearly, would not stand by
idly if this occurred. The case could even be made that
Moscow has already decided that its military intervention is
necessary--that the threat is ho, dangerous thatt hould be
stamped out befdre it has a chance to spread.

The Soviets tnay have already decided that the Polish
leadership has ejiven uptoo much of its authority in agreeing

I to the unpreceddn'ted eseailishment of fiee trade unions and
the partial lifti~ig.cofI censorship. The lPolitburo may have
reasoned that, ,ds in Czechoslovakia in 1968, the political
and social condit ons for continued dissipation of the
party's authority had been' established.| There is no reason
to believe, howavr, that |this' is the case and that the
Soviets have gonel that far in their thinking--let alone
their contirigency planning. We belive that the Soviet
decision to intervene will depend on where the situation
goes from here, nbt on' what has happened so far.
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Even if the Soviets had decided in favor of intervention--
nl there have been no s gns of Soviet military preparations
.hat would precede such a move--:tania's accession to power

' ould call for a' delay in plans. If Kania can! erode the
-; Ioncessions and restore the Polish party;'s shaken authority,

Ihus obviating the .need for Soviet military intervention,
I 4oscow would be delighted. It would much rather achieve
I ts goals without suffering the substantial damage to Soviet
lobal interests ilitary intervention would bring.

ossible Precipi i nts of Intervention

The Soviets r evertheless realize that the situation in
oland will continue to bey unpredictable and unstable for
he immediate futdre and that they must nonitor events

j losely during the coming months for any signs that their
iconcerns are matoeializing. A rapid breakdown of the Polish
party's control' odes not appear imminent, but should it

;occur, the Soviets would move in quickly with force.

j The essential grounds for Soviet military intervention
in Poland are:

-- the Coriunist Party's loss of control over
Poland, including its ability to contain the
political actions of 'the workers and the
dissideits, and

-- any compromise of the basic socialist orientation
of the| regime's domestic and international policies.

The path to either or both of these worst case scenarios
(from Moscow's point of view) could be lengthy and full of
I ig-zags. An accumulationlof seemingly minute factors could
convince the Soviet leaders to ;intervene. We will not
Necessarily realize when ;the Soviets, themselves, actually
_ross that decision threshold to intervene, but once they do
'here may not be' any turning back even if it appears to
;Jestern analysts that the Polish regime is getting the

i situation under control.i

Moscow will; keep an iespecially sharp eye on the develop-
nent of the new independent trade unions, which pose a

;il otential serious threat 'to the Communist Party's control
ver Polish socioty. Moscow would be particularly concArned
ft unions springy up across the 'country, cohere into a
otent politicall force, and influence national economic
leEision-making, especially trade with the USSR and defense

1a pending..' In the wake of Cardinal Wyszynski's 'meeting with
'eyh Walesa, the; Soviets iwill be especially sensitive to any
signs that the unions are developing meaningful alliances
tith the Catholic;Church or political dissidents, receiving
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substantial aid from unions and other organizations in the
West, or adopting openly hostile attitudes and policies
toward the Soviet Union l.ISoviet media are already attacking
a sistance prpvid -a-o the independent unions from Western

I 't ade unions . |
, , ,. , .,' i

The relaxation of censorship is another issue that the
S viets will find difficult to live with. ;Although the
mldja restriction's the Gierek regime pledged to lift are
nima when compared to the near total abolition of censor-

( -s ip agreed to by; the Dubcek regime in Czechoslovakia in .
1 68, this issue was one of the primary Soviet complaints to
t zechoslovak party in the months before the invasion.

I~i ojzechoslova

Although it appears unlikely at the moment; the possi-
lity exista that the present or a future Polish leadership--

iwhether out of fear of the consequences a crackdown could
bking oz from a genuine sympathy with the workers' desires--
c uld assume the lead in the liberalization process and take

I it much further. I This could create a situation reminiscent
oE Czechoslovakia' in 1968: :Soviet party +officials have
already noted'privately ithat there are trends evident in
Pblish society similar to those~present in Czechoslovakia
during the Prague! Spring. If Moscow perceived these trends
ih the Polish party leadership, it might feel compelled to
take preventive actionneore-the process reached an
uimanageable stage I

An opposite course by the Polish leadership--a crackdown
on the unions and all opposition--while probably more in,
ll.no with the desires of the Soviet leaders, could inad-
vertently lead to Soviet intervention. If the workers
responded to this ftightening by'resuming their strikes,
there would be a strong likelihood of violent confrontation
which, if it got but of the Polish authoritics' control,
could trigger the use of Sovietiforce.

Another development. that would profoundly disturb the
Soviets is a seribns outbreak of labor unrest elsewhere in

- Eastern Europe or in the USSR. Unrest appears unlikely in
thc USSR at the mbment, but the reports of strikes at major
automotive planta in Tolgiatti and Gorkiy earlier this year
have to give the fremlin pause. Strikes land/or calls for
free trade unionsi in other East European countries will
induce the Soviets to step up their pressure on the Polish
leadarship to curtail the new unions.

These variab is will interact in a complex, protracted
process, the specific developments of which. cannot be predicted
with any certaint~ Moscow's perception of this process may
be quite aifferenit frcmours or the Poles'. No one of these
factors is likely to develop by itself. But a combination
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of developmeniL5 bould suggest to Moscow that a trend toward
liberalization was approaching the point of irreversibility,
that Soviet vital j interests were at stake and that the
situation could only be put right by military intervention.

A Decision to Intervene !
F I I

Once the So iet threshold of tolerance is crossed,
Ioscow would takejairect action. The Soviets would first
demand that the P6lsh leadership contain the liberalization
process. If Wars&w either' refused or was unable to bring
the situation under control, the Soviets might opt for still
another change ii leadership, believing |that only a more
'ardline group could put a; stop to the erosion of power.

Past experience suggests that the Kremlin would resort
to political and inilitary pressure to get the Poles themselves
to bring the; situktion under control before sending in
troops. This would probably include high-level visits between
Moscow and Warsaw, increa'ingly explicit warnings in the
oviet press, and possibly threatening military movements.

;everal factors probably wouldIbe at work here--among them
I i a hope that the Poles would back down when faced with a

iisplay of overwhlming force.: The absence of unanimity
ithin the Soviet Politburo could also be a vital factor.

'1 V It would be no easy matter to get the entire Politburo--or
erhaps even' a significant majority--to .agree that armed
intervention was the only way to hold the Poles in line.
this certainly seems to have been the case in ;1968, when
Kosygin, Suslov and others reportedly held out to the last
oment in opposing the Soviet invasion of Czedhoslovakia.

The Soviet leaders, in reaching a decision to Lse
military force, would have to weigh the constraints, which

I are substantial.! They must assume that:

S jj-- the strongly anti-Russian Polish people would
fight, as might part or all of the Polish Army.

--- Poland's submission would require the largest
military operation by the Soviet arrmed forces since
World War II and would involve protracted combat.

-- Moscow's effort to salvage detente in one of its
most critical areas-aEurope--would receive a
setback from which it would be a long time
recovering.

-- intervention would probably entail a substantial
long-term occupation that would complicate Soviet
security planning in both Europe and Asia.
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In the final analysis, however, the Soviet leaders would
- decide to bear these enormous costs rather than lose control

df |Poland: I j I
- -- Poland lies astride the traditional invasion

- routes to and from Russia and is thus a vital
corridor, essential to Soviet military planning.

-- A less politically reliable Poland would leave
East Germany in an exposed position.

-- A Soviet failure to act forcefully could encourage
similar ianrest elsewhere in Eastern Europe and,
r'ssibl!, in the ,Baltic republics of ;the USSR as
well.
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